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This week our theme verse comes from Proverbs 16:18. As you may suspect, it addresses pride. As I mentioned 

last week, Proverbs are full of one or two liners of advice, but it's not a book that lends itself to reading larger 

chunks, like with a narrative story, let's say in the Gospels. Proverbs is great with its guidance on living life in a 

Godly way, but sometimes, its advice can sound contradictory. Part of the reason for that is that it can depend 

greatly on the particular situation. We don't have the particulars of what prompted at particular line.  

  

There's a great quote by Jeremy Goldberg that illustrates the situation. You may have heard it, partly because I 

shared it on Facebook, maybe six months ago. 

  

Courage is knowing it might hurt, and doing it anyway. 

Stupidity is the same.  

And that's why life is hard. 

  

So, the moral of this story is don't give up on Proverbs because of seeming inconsistencies. That can be true of 

the Bible as a whole. It might seem inconsistent, but 1) We might be interpreting one of those passages 

incorrectly; 2) The circumstances may be very different in one place or for the original audience than another, 

and therefore require something different. 

  

But, there is one thing where there is no inconsistency, and that's when it comes to pride.  

  

Proverbs 16:18 says: "Pride goes before destruction, a haughty spirit before a fall." 

  

We are highlighting one verse, but there are several other verses in Proverbs alone, and there are over 60 in the 

Older Testament. It's almost always universally a bad thing. That makes it complicated for us today because we 

use the English word "pride" to mean different things than the biblical writers did. Even some modern 

translations use "pride" in the New Testament that match with how we use the word today, but it is a very 

different word in Greek than this very sinful meaning of "pride" that the biblical authors used.  

  

These days, we can use "pride" in more positive or negative ways. It really depends on the context, just like we 

were talking about before. We can say: 

 "I'm so proud of you." This is a good thing. You feel pleased for this person. You know that they did 

well. 

 "She let her pride get in the way." That could be a problem. We could be talking about someone who has 

an overly high opinion of themselves or their importance. We also might use words like self-important, 

conceited, or arrogant to describe them. 

 "They took pride in their work." This could possibly go either way. We need more information to know. 

  

There's also a modern usage that asserts a consciousness of one's own dignity." This use is actually a good 

thing. Especially, when we are talking about people and groups that have been marginalized and oppressed. So 

often they have been systemically put down, told they have no dignity. It's important to make the effort, 

recognize, and acknowledge your worth and dignity. Other words associated with this definition are: self-

respect, self-esteem, dignity, self-regard, self-assurance, confidence. 
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Then, there's a term from Greek philosophy that really hits the nail on the head when it comes to biblical 

"pride," and that term is hubris. Over confidence leading to overstepping the boundaries of human limitations 

and assuming a god-like status. Or, really thinking and acting this way. 

  

So, we have a second scripture passage today that works as a kind of biblical example for us. It kind of 

functions like a parable in that its meaning is not perfectly straightforward, but it can give us things to think 

about. 

  

It comes from Mark 10:17-30. Hear the word of the Lord. 

  

17 As Jesus started on his way, a man ran up to him and fell on his knees before him. “Good teacher,” he 

asked, “what must I do to inherit eternal life?” 

  

18 “Why do you call me good?” Jesus answered. “No one is good—except God alone. 19 You know the 

commandments: ‘You shall not murder, you shall not commit adultery, you shall not steal, you shall not give 

false testimony, you shall not defraud, honor your father and mother.’[a]” 

  

20 “Teacher,” he declared, “all these I have kept since I was a boy.” 

  

21 Jesus looked at him and loved him. “One thing you lack,” he said. “Go, sell everything you have and give to 

the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me.” 

  

22 At this the man’s face fell. He went away sad, because he had great wealth. 

  

23 Jesus looked around and said to his disciples, “How hard it is for the rich to enter the kingdom of God!” 

  

24 The disciples were amazed at his words. But Jesus said again, “Children, how hard it is[b] to enter the 

kingdom of God! 25 It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who is rich to 

enter the kingdom of God.” 

  

26 The disciples were even more amazed, and said to each other, “Who then can be saved?” 

  

27 Jesus looked at them and said, “With man this is impossible, but not with God; all things are possible with 

God.”  

  

28 Then Peter spoke up, “We have left everything to follow you!” 

  

29 “Truly I tell you,” Jesus replied, “no one who has left home or brothers or sisters or mother or father or 

children or fields for me and the gospel 30 will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this present age: 

homes, brothers, sisters, mothers, children and fields—along with persecutions—and in the age to come eternal 

life. 

  

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Mark+10%3A17-31+&version=NIV#fen-NIV-24608a
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Mark+10%3A17-31+&version=NIV#fen-NIV-24613b
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The word of life. 

Thanks be to God! 

  

We actually have a complicated passage here. That's one of the things that makes it great. It's not 

straightforward, and that makes it a lot like life. Do you know what struck me the most about this passage? I 

never really noticed it before. In verse 21 after the man kneels down before Jesus it says, "Jesus looked at the 

man and loved him." So often when this passage is referenced we hear that Jesus looked at the man and picked 

the one thing that he knew the man would have trouble giving up, like Jesus was trying to trick him or wasn't 

genuine in his invitation for the man to become one of his followers.  

  

The man is actually quite respectful. He's trying to do what he thinks he can to be right with God, but he knows 

there's something more, something that's missing. He earnestly asks Jesus what he can do.  

  

But then there's this list of things, and it can sound like a desire to earn eternal life. We don't know that it is the 

case for this man, but it's possible. Pride for what he's done, a desire to stay on top of things. This is a trap that 

many Christians can fall into. It can be the hidden thing we carry around in our luggage. We may start with the 

right attitude, but we twist it. The sad thing is that we do it without even realizing it. That's one of the reasons 

that pride can be referred to as the sneaky sin. It sneaks up on us. We start by doing what we think is right, and 

likely it is. As we feel like we're climbing that ladder, we can feel good about ourselves. Look what we did?  

Look at how much we accomplished? But, Jesus wants more and less than that. He does not want our lists of 

things. God wants us, our mind, body, and soul, our very own selves, holding nothing back. 

  

This story is a great example for us because we don't know what happened to the man in the end. We know he 

went away sad, but we don't know what happened after that. After thinking and praying, he could have realized 

that Jesus was right and did was he suggested. Was he full of pride, and said, "Forget it. I'm doing enough." We 

don't know. All we know is what it looked like on the outside as he left the scene.  

  

It's easy to spot when someone's pride gives them permission to act like a jerk. However, it may not be so 

obvious when it looks like they're doing all the right things. The same thing applies to us. Do we do things as a 

response to God's love for us? Because we simply know it's right or a good thing to do? Or, is it for the self-

satisfaction? In the end, does it cause us to feel better than others who are not doing what we're doing or what 

we have, and so on? It's not a contest. People are different with different gifts, abilities, and energy levels. There 

is no need to compare ourselves with others. This doesn't mean that we can't be inspired or get ideas. No, we 

can put that baggage down. Lighten your load. Let go of the pressure to perform.  

  

Around here we get a lot of long range hikers. They enter the Eagle Cap Wilderness and may be gone for 

weeks. There are people who hike the Appalachian Trail. They spend a lot of time and money packing low-

weight items in their packs. The goal weight is only 20 pounds because they'll be carrying it on their backs the 

whole time they are hiking through the rugged mountain terrain. Compare that with the 50 pound limit for a 

checked suitcase on an airplane … that I'm always worried is going to go over.  

  

These hikers are carrying all kinds of things: stove, tent, first aid supplies, food, water, extra socks, and so on. 

They have to stick to the essentials and be as efficient as possible. We can take this same approach when 

considering the invisible burden we are willingly carrying in our emotional baggage. What can we get rid of? 
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What is not essential.  The word "essential" has taken on new meaning this past year, given us new 

opportunities to re-prioritize and simplify. 

  

As I mentioned, we don't know what happened to the man after he left this encounter, but we do know one 

thing. Jesus' answer surprised him, and it also surprised the disciples. Wealth was supposed to be the indicator 

that a person was especially blessed by God, a reward so to speak. This is despite so many messages through the 

prophets to the contrary. When Jesus tells the disciples that the man's wealth actually makes it harder for him, 

they are shocked. 

  

Because of this cultural association of wealth and blessings from God … that are very much alive and well 

today … the disciples may have always aspired to the wealth and the disciple that this man seems to have. They 

aspire to be able to take pride in success and "right living." 

  

What do the disciples learn? That looking up to that man, who presented as the image of a perfect follower, 

blessed with wealth, keeper of the commandments, desiring to know if there is anything else that he need to do 

… If that man doesn't qualify for eternal life, what hope is there for the rest of us? It's like Peter says, "We've 

already given everything up. What more do you want?" 

  

Jesus' answer IS THE LESSON FOR US! Taking pride in that is folly because, "With man this is impossible…" 

Not just this man but anyone. "With man this is impossible, but not with God; all things are possible with God." 

(Mark 10:27) (Possibly one of the most misquoted verses in the Bible.)  

  

You want to talk about sacrifice, about giving your life over? Immediately after this passage, Jesus talks about 

his coming death and resurrection, the gift to us, the thing that humanity could not do for itself. The way God 

made it possible. We will be remembering this soon during Communion. 

  

Jesus gave his life, so that we could have life. Not even if we tick all the boxes, will we be able to do it. We are 

on a journey in this life preparing us for eternal life. There are things that we can do, should do, that 

demonstrate our love for God and for our neighbor. What we need to do is examine our why. Why are we doing 

it? Could pride be getting in our way? If so, put down that burden. Don't carry that suitcase, that unnecessarily, 

non-essential baggage, and move forward with Jesus. 

  

Amen! 

 

 


